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Hello everyone!

I had a chance to meet most of you already as you arrived. My name is [insert name] and I’ve been a cabi Stylist for [XX] years. [Insert personal story here]

Thank you to [insert Hostess name] for allowing me to bring you what we call, the cabi Fashion Experience!

Just before we start, a little bit about cabi. Cabi began 15 years ago with a renowned fashion label, Carol Anderson, and 12 founding women. We’re a company created by women for women, and today I’m one of thousands of cabi Stylists who deliver cabi’s fashion and styling ideas to women across the country!

Our seasonal Collection begins with the vision and inspiration from our Design Team. They designed the Collection you’ll see today with signature designer details, feminine touches, and pieces that mix and match to create looks you may have never thought possible. You can only buy these exclusive pieces through cabi and then they’re gone at the end of the season. They’re one of a kind and only available for a limited time!

Now, how many of you have been to a cabi Fashion Experience before? [Acknowledge those who have and those who haven’t.] Okay, and how many of you wake up each morning and stand in front of your closet and wonder, “What am I going to wear?”

Or, how many of you have a closet full of individual clothing pieces, but struggle to put the right outfit together and wish you had the help of someone who could tell you how to pull it all together?

Well, that’s my job. As your cabi Stylist, I’m here today to help solve these problems. Cabi is a unique shopping experience that offers a solution to the frustration of shopping and struggle of putting outfits together. It’s revolutionizing retail and giving women a better way to shop. Cabi keeps me up to date on all the latest trends, styling ideas, and insider fashion tips, and it’s my job to help you build a wardrobe full of looks you love.

Over the next few minutes, I’ll share the entire Collection, unedited. In fact, if you were a buyer in a major department store, this is what you would experience if you went into a designer’s studio or showroom. I’m going to move at a fast pace because the fun part is at the end when you get to try it all on. As I go, I’ll share trends and styling ideas with you.

Grab your Look Book to follow along...I’ll go in the exact order of the pictures shown. Mark it up to remind yourself what you want to try on. So, let’s start with our first group, Sail Away...
**Additional Message Points**

Consider where to pepper in key information throughout your show presentation, like letting guests know you’re available as their Stylist throughout the season and sharing about The Heart of cabi Foundation. As you practice, find a place for this information that’s natural for you, whether it’s in between groups, showing off the Heart of cabi piece, or right before try-on.

**An ongoing relationship with cabi**

*Beyond great fashion, cabi is about the connection—so a few ways we can stay connected…*

*Between Fashion Experiences, you can reach out to me anytime for styling ideas and how to mix and match to make the most of your cabi wardrobe. If you want, I’ll also reach out to you during the season about our coveted New Arrivals Collections or pieces that may go well with what you already purchased. In addition to your seasonal Look Book and the Notion, we can also stay connected digitally through my website, [insert FirstnameLastname].cabionline.com, and cabi’s blog. You can purchase additional pieces any time you want through my personal website, but our website and blog are so much more than online shopping—they’re your go-to resources for styling ideas, full of styling tips and outfit inspiration from cabi and renowned fashion bloggers, and even ideas from other cabi women! If you don’t already follow our blog, give me your email when you check out so I can add you to the weekly styling ideas emails.***

**W.E. are cabi**

*From the earliest days of cabi, our Founders dreamed of creating a company that could do good far beyond the cabi Fashion Experience in the living room. In 2005, we launched The Heart of cabi Foundation to encourage and empower women in need. Since Spring 2015, for every new cabi Stylist who starts her business, cabi funds a small business loan in her name for a woman entrepreneur in a developing country through Opportunity International. The two are connected as Sister Entrepreneurs as they build their businesses. It’s such a meaningful part of cabi and has inspired me as an entrepreneur because I know we’re collectively transforming the lives of women and their families around the world. If you want to learn more about this program, don’t hesitate to come up to me after my presentation.*

**The Heart of cabi Foundation ❤**

*Beyond our W.E. are cabi Program, The Heart of cabi Foundation has even more ways in which you can help women in need. To date, millions of dollars of clothing have been given to North American communities affected by natural disasters, coupled with the efforts of local cabi Stylists. We enable you to join in the giving in a few ways. Our Make a Change Program allows our customers to round up purchases to the next full dollar or pound, which also funds small business loans for women entrepreneurs in the developing world. When you are checking out, you will see an option to round up on the order form. And by purchasing our Spring ’17 Heart of cabi item, the Crush Top, a portion of the net proceeds go toward our Foundation as well.*
A patchwork of mismatched stripes makes this lightweight sweater feel oh-so-fresh. The navy striped placement print stands out against the clean white base of this long topper. Contrasting rib and flat knits echo the variety of stripes and stitching throughout this casual piece. Functioning buttonholes along the neckline add another unexpected designer detail.

White abstract dandelions pop against the classic navy of our new favorite poly, so silky it slips between your fingers. A ruffle peplum along the back lends even more feminine flair. This sleeveless button-down is slightly cropped and can still be front-tucked for easy styling.

As your go-to shoe highlighter, the flared crop remains relevant and playful this spring—this season’s update to the Fall ’16 New Crop has a slightly higher rise and even more of a kick in the leg opening. The all-new white denim is a pinch heavier for better coverage than that of past seasons and it’s a tad gutsier, retaining its shape so you can flaunt your shoes and your figure.

This simple sweater shell is just as comfy as your go-to tee, but much more sophisticated. Red and white stripes run along the hem, sleeves, and down the back of this little number, creating an elegant twist on classic red, white, and blue. The dull yarn of the navy knit plays beautifully with the rest of the Collection, but we especially love it next to the shiny knit of the Dame Skirt for a coordinated dress look.
**5186**  
**Dame Skirt**  
SIZE: XS-XL  
COLOR: classic navy  
PRICE: USA 119 | CAN 149 | UK 94

This sweater skirt’s shiny yarn gives it a subtle sheen and a high-end designer look. The skirt feels slightly heavy on the hanger, but once it’s on, it feels just like a supportive scuba fabric—holding you in for a flattering streamlined shape. Meant to be worn at your true waist, it looks great with a cropped sweater.

**INVENTORY SIZE:** M  
**CONTENT:** 85% Rayon, 13% Nylon, 2% Spandex  
**CARE:** Turn garment inside out and place in a mesh bag. Machine wash separately in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

---

**5150**  
**Grand Slam Blazer**  
SIZE: 0-16  
COLOR: classic navy  
PRICE: USA 169 | CAN 209 | UK 129

A standout piece this season, this classic navy ponte blazer has a double-breasted silhouette with a flattering cutaway center, making it ultra-modern. The large gold buttons add sparkle, while the detachable striped sweater cuffs put a fun twist on this sophisticated topper. Remove the sweater cuffs with the clear buttons hidden within the sleeve; when detached, the three-quarter sleeves are easily rolled for a sporty look. We love this paired with the Top-Notch Trouser for a cool suit or with any of our navy ponte pieces from past seasons.

**INVENTORY SIZE:** 8  
**CONTENT:** Self: 76% Rayon, 20% Nylon, 4% Spandex  
Lining: 100% Polyester, exclusive of decoration  
**CARE:** Turn garment inside out and place in a mesh bag. Machine wash separately in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

---

**5220**  
**Cold Shoulder Cami**  
SIZE: XS-XL  
COLOR: fairy tale floral  
PRICE: USA 89 | CAN 109 | UK 69

A gorgeous navy-grounded floral dances across the delicate chiffon of this top. The flounce across your chest and arms is completely on-trend. It’s lined in a rich T-shirt knit for more coverage and added comfort...your shoulders might feel a cool breeze, but the rest of you will be covered!

**INVENTORY SIZE:** M  
**CONTENT:** Self: 100% Polyester  
Lining: 100% Rayon  
**CARE:** Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

---

**3311**  
**Cinch Belt**  
SIZE: S-L  
COLOR: steel gray  
PRICE: USA 76 | CAN 96 | UK 59

An update to the Cinch Belt from the Fall ’16 New Arrivals Collection, this versatile accessory features gold-finished double rings that stand out beautifully against the deep steel gray of genuine leather. A soft nubuck finish lends a sense of worn-in luxury to the belt, which comes in small, medium, and large. Wear at your waistline or weave through the belt loops of your favorite jeans.

**INVENTORY SIZE:** M  
**CONTENT:** 100% Leather
### 5165 Mojave Slim Boyfriend
- **Size:** 00-16
- **Color:** mojave wash
- **Price:** U.S. 119 | Canada 149 | U.K. 94
- **Inseam:** 32'

The Mojave Slim Boyfriend is done in the same denim and cut as the Fall ‘16 Slim Boyfriend. This new, warm faded blue wash gives these bottoms the appearance of having made a trek across the desert, hence the name. Subtle touches of destruction add character, while the touch of stretch ensures they won’t bag out. We love these jeans styled with one big cuff.

### 5201 Prudence Top
- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** white
- **Price:** U.S. 99 | Canada 119 | U.K. 78

The elegant burnout of this dreamy mesh top is a custom pattern. Each scallop along the hem is hand cut—a true labor of love. The cotton silk trim on the sleeves provides a touch of interest, while the side vents, cute buttons, and Henley styling give it a relaxed vibe that’s perfect for summer. Wear over a white or colored cami and store this delicate piece in the provided chiffon bag.

### 5067 V-Neck Cami
- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** classic navy
- **Price:** U.S. 36 | Canada 46 | U.K. 28

This V-neck version of our Simple Cami is a perfect simple layer underneath any top, especially those with a lower neckline. Buy it in either of our seasonal colors—blush and classic navy—or our tried and true neutrals—black, buff, and white. Pair with any number of items in the Collection.

### 5184 Flirt Skirt
- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** picnic day
- **Price:** U.S. 89 | Canada 109 | U.K. 69

The dark grounded floral and layered chiffon come together in a feminine skirt you’ll wear all spring long. A smocked waistband and dreamy T-shirt knit lining make it super comfy. Try tucking in the Flirt Cami for a darling makeshift dress. 
### Spring 2017

#### 3202
**Top-Notch Trouser**

- **Size:** 0-16 (R/L)
- **Color:** classic navy
- **Price:** USA 129 | CAN 159 | UK 99
- **Inseam:** R-32” L-35”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INVENTORY SIZE: 4R, 10L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTENT: 76% Rayon, 20% Nylon, 4% Spandex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Do not bleach. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Steam iron only if needed. Do not press with flat iron.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5224
**Flirt Cami**

- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** picnic day
- **Price:** USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INVENTORY SIZE: M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTENT: Self: 100% Polyester Lining: 100% Rayon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fall ’16’s Top-Notch Trouser was created in a new color—classic navy. This beauty features a wide waistband with belt loops and flap pockets. It sits slightly higher on the waist, is slimmer through the hip and leg, and has a wider leg opening. Available in regular and long, this ponte trouser holds you in for an ultra-flattering silhouette and pairs beautifully with all the navy ponte in the Collection.

---

The same dark grounded floral of the Flirt Skirt also stars in this floaty little number. With adjustable straps and a cute cutout notch beneath the neckline, this easy-breezy piece is a spring essential. The dainty top front-tucks easily into a pair of jeans—try highlighting the print’s colors by pairing with this season’s Tidal Skinny, the Nectar Skinny of Spring ’15, or tuck into the Flirt Skirt for a coordinated makeshift dress.
Stretchy ribbed ponte, both lightweight and substantial, gives this navy and white jacket a crisp sense of structure. A classic trench flap in the back provides a touch of volume, while the yellow-printed seam binding adds a dash of cheer to the inside. Navy and white buttons, three-quarter sleeves, and slash pockets top off this spring must-have.

Two layers of printed chiffon add dimension to this elegant blouse. A tropical print, complete with palm fronds and colorful orchids, is filled with an array of colors which makes this top a breeze to pair. The small cap sleeve borrowed from Spring ’16’s Plume Top provides coverage, while the silky fabric folds in on itself to maintain a sense of shape. A peek-a-boo slit at the center back hem adds flirty interest while merrow edging down the center back seam finishes off this beauty.

This airy dress, featuring a tropical print with a multitude of rich greens, is perfect for spring weekends and summer getaways. A flounce along the bottom adds flirtatious volume to this sleek and easy-to-wear dress. The doubled layers of printed chiffon create a dimensional pattern that’s as fresh as it is beautiful. A shallow V-neck flatters your face and adjustable straps allow you to customize the fit.

The rich emerald green of this luxurious knit pairs beautifully with so much of the Collection. The body of the sweater has a wedge shape with slim dolman sleeves. A double release zipper runs from the bottom of the deep V to the hemline, allowing for a customized fit. In back, a tiny V-neck at the nape of your neck and a center seam ensure you look chic coming and going.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veranda Top</td>
<td>5223</td>
<td>The lightweight and gauzy fabric makes the Veranda Top breathable and feminine. Pops of bright blue paisley cover the creamy white base of this top. Sweet patches of ivory lace line the deep V-neck and sleeves. The empire waistline, which can be cinched with a drawstring, nips in and gently floats away from your hips. Wear over a bralette or cami for more coverage.</td>
<td>XS-XL</td>
<td>paisley swirl</td>
<td>USA 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis Tank</td>
<td>5136</td>
<td>This classic white sweater tank screams spring. The custom art deco-inspired knit dreamed up by the Design Team has a delicate yet sporty mesh look, and though the back of the knit is solid, we recommend wearing it over a cami. The high neckline and narrow shoulder flatters your frame while the high-low hem keeps you completely on-trend.</td>
<td>XS-XL</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>USA 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-Neck Cami</td>
<td>5067</td>
<td>This V-neck version of our Simple Cami is a perfect simple layer underneath any top, especially those with a lower neckline. Buy it in either of our seasonal colors—blush and classic navy—or our tried and true neutrals—black, buff, and white. Pair with any number of items in the Collection.</td>
<td>XS-XL</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>USA 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track Star Trouser</td>
<td>5176</td>
<td>This sassy wide-leg trouser sits high on the waist and has a 32-inch inseam. A heavier polyester gives it a bit more substance, but it's still super drapey, allowing the flowy fabric to move with you. The bandana print is so subtle it looks like a polka dot and the full-blown paisley dashes down the side seam are true track star fashion. Numbered sizes ensure the most flattering fit, while the flat front and side zip maintain a sleek silhouette.</td>
<td>0-16</td>
<td>bandana print</td>
<td>USA 109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inventory size:** S
**Content:** Self: 100% Cotton
Trim: 86% Cotton, 14% Nylon
**Care:** Wash by hand separately with cold water and mild detergent. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed.

**Inventory size:** M
**Content:** 57% Cotton, 43% Viscose
**Care:** Wash by hand separately inside out with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed.

**Inventory size:** S
**Content:** 94% Cotton, 6% Spandex
**Care:** Machine wash separately, inside out, in cold water on the delicate cycle. Do not bleach. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

**Inventory size:** 8
**Content:** Self: 100% Polyester
Trim: 100% Polyester
**Care:** Machine wash separately in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed. Can be dry cleaned.
This stunning green chiffon top is covered in a print of tiny navy vines. The long sleeve V-neck feels fresh and modern with center seams down the front and back and an unexpected cutout to show a peek of skin. Your new go-to blouse for work or play, we like this piece over the classic navy V-Neck Cami.

**5208 Bountiful Blouse**
- Size: XS-XL
- Color: green vines
- Price: USA $89 | CAN $109 | UK £69

**5202 Cross-Strap Tank**
- Size: XS-XL
- Color: classic navy
- Price: USA $79 | CAN $99 | UK £62

**5179 M’Leggings**
- Size: XS-XL
- Color: classic navy
- Price: USA $69 | CAN $89 | UK £54

**INVENTORY SIZE: M**
- Content: 100% Polyester
- Care: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

**INVENTORY SIZE: S**
- Content: Self: 100% Rayon
- Contrast: 100% Rayon
- Care: Wash by hand separately with cold water. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam press back to shape. Can be dry cleaned.

**INVENTORY SIZE: M**
- Content: 96% Cotton, 4% Spandex
- Care: Machine wash inside out, with mild detergent, in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

Strips of silky printed rayon challis and the same dreamy knit of our Spring ’16 U-Neck Tee transforms this sweet yet sporty tank into a unique top that’s begging to be worn with your navy M’Leggings. Cute crisscross straps and a circle at the back provide even more visual interest to this scoop neck tank.

Your favorite full-coverage leggings are back in a new color! The delicious navy fabric is so comfy, you’ll wear them all season long. They pair perfectly with the Cross-Strap Tank and cute sneakers for a sporty chic ensemble.
### Pocket Cardigan
- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** sage
- **Price:** USA 119 | CAN 149 | UK 94

**Inventory Size:** M
**Content:** 100% Cotton
**Care:** Turn garment inside out and place in a mesh bag. Machine wash separately in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

The sage green of this nonchalant sweater acts like a neutral in your closet. The substantial knit of the raglan sleeves feels like a thermal, while the contrasting jersey body is a bit smoother. The longer front drapes open, showing off its heather beige interior. A single unadorned pocket with a wide rib hem finishes off this simple grab-and-go topper.

### Vine Cami
- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** cottonwood print
- **Price:** USA 69 | CAN 89 | UK 54

**Inventory Size:** S
**Content:** 100% Rayon
**Care:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam press back to shape. Can be dry cleaned.

A bright blue base blends with green vines and pale white flowers to create a whimsical floral tank for spring. Our silky smooth challis is breathable in the summer heat and the adjustable straps make it easy to customize this loose-fitting top. Three gold buttons along the shallow V-neckline give it a fun Henley flair.

### The Hutton
- **Size:** 00-16
- **Color:** sand dune
- **Price:** USA 119 | CAN 149 | UK 94

**Inventory Size:** 4
**Content:** 98% Cotton, 2% Spandex
**Care:** Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

In the same silhouette and soft sateen of The Scout from Fall ’16, The Hutton is updated for spring. Flat pockets in back provide a streamlined look, and the new leg opening, which has a flat front and an elastic back, makes for easy cuffing and a cleaner line when left long. The pale khaki color we’re calling sand dune is extremely versatile and easy to pair. Also available in nantucket red.

### Classic Cardigan
- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** classic navy
- **Price:** USA 119 | CAN 149 | UK 94

**Inventory Size:** L
**Content:** 55% Cotton, 45% Viscose
**Care:** Turn garment inside out and place in a mesh bag. Machine wash separately in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

Everything you loved about the shape of the Spring ’16 Sorrento Cardigan is back in our classic navy Classic Cardigan. Variegated yarn in the patchwork knit panels gives the impression of shadow stripes, adding dimension to this seemingly simple piece. Complete with pockets, snap buttons, and large side vents, this is an absolute must-have for spring.
An unexpected touch of turquoise fills the small-scale skin print of this fully-lined sleeveless dress. The sassy pattern and shirttail hem make for a sporty piece that can be worn buttoned up as a dress or open as a stylish shirt-like topper. Flat metallic buttons, small gathers at the front yoke, and a sky blue trim at the shoulders are just a few of the designer finishes of this lovely piece.

5233
Camilla Shirtdress
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: modern skin print
PRICE: USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84

5140
Cut Out Cardigan
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: periwinkle
PRICE: USA 99 | CAN 119 | UK 78

5221
50/50 Shirt
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: offsides print
PRICE: USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

5067
V-Neck Cami
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: buff
PRICE: USA 36 | CAN 46 | UK 28

INVENTORY SIZE: M
CONTENT: Self: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester, exclusive of decoration
CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

An unexpected touch of turquoise fills the small-scale skin print of this fully-lined sleeveless dress. The sassy pattern and shirttail hem make for a sporty piece that can be worn buttoned up as a dress or open as a stylish shirt-like topper. Flat metallic buttons, small gathers at the front yoke, and a sky blue trim at the shoulders are just a few of the designer finishes of this lovely piece.

5233
Camilla Shirtdress
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: modern skin print
PRICE: USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84

5140
Cut Out Cardigan
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: periwinkle
PRICE: USA 99 | CAN 119 | UK 78

5221
50/50 Shirt
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: offsides print
PRICE: USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

5067
V-Neck Cami
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: buff
PRICE: USA 36 | CAN 46 | UK 28

INVENTORY SIZE: M
CONTENT: Self: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester, exclusive of decoration
CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

Milky pastels are all over the runway and this periwinkle tone is so cosmetic. A unique cutout across the lower back gives this fitted, slightly cropped cardigan an unexpected artisanal feel. Style this buttoned up, leaving a peek of skin in the back for an on-trend look.

5140
Cut Out Cardigan
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: periwinkle
PRICE: USA 99 | CAN 119 | UK 78

5221
50/50 Shirt
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: offsides print
PRICE: USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

5067
V-Neck Cami
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: buff
PRICE: USA 36 | CAN 46 | UK 28

INVENTORY SIZE: M
CONTENT: Self: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester, exclusive of decoration
CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

Yellow and blue florals blend beautifully with the warm gray background of this sleeveless button-down. A Peter Pan collar with merrowed edges stops at the shoulder seam. At the back neckline, elastic creates a sweet ruffle detail and a gather that flows down the back of the blouse. Brassy metal buttons put a cool rustic finish on this ethereal top.

5221
50/50 Shirt
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: offsides print
PRICE: USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

5067
V-Neck Cami
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: buff
PRICE: USA 36 | CAN 46 | UK 28

INVENTORY SIZE: M
CONTENT: Self: 100% Polyester
Lining: 100% Polyester, exclusive of decoration
CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

This V-neck version of our Simple Cami is a perfect simple layer underneath any top, especially those with a lower neckline. Buy it in either of our seasonal colors—blush and classic navy—or our tried and true neutrals—black, buff, and white. Pair with any number of items in the Collection.

5067
V-Neck Cami
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: buff
PRICE: USA 36 | CAN 46 | UK 28

With the same great fit in a new fabric, this Slim Boyfriend is super sleek, thanks to the denim also used in the Kick It Crop. It’s slightly heavier for better coverage and gutsier to retain its shape, ensuring these bottoms won’t bag out. No destruction here—these white jeans are crisp and clean.

**5171**
**Slim Boyfriend**
SIZE: 00-16
COLOR: white
PRICE: USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84
INSEAM: 32”

**INVENTORY SIZE: 2**
CONTENT: 91% Cotton, 7% Elasterell-P, 2% Spandex
CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

Airy and oh-so-darling, this nautical button-down looks great over a cami and white jeans or as a swimsuit cover-up. The blue sailor knot print gives this simple cap sleeve blouse a fun spirit we just adore. The intentionally relaxed fit collapses around the body; tie it up, wear it buttoned, or open—you simply can’t go wrong.

**5229**
**Boating Button-Down**
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: sailor’s knot
PRICE: USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62
INSEAM: 31”

**INVENTORY SIZE: M**
CONTENT: 100% Polyester
CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

As the colored jean of the season, this washed down aqua blue we’re calling “tidal” is so wearable. The bright color has a gray tint so it doesn’t overwhelm, and the color catches the blues running throughout the Collection, allowing for many coordinated ensembles. The same fit and fabrication of the Fall ’16 Lace Skinny, this jean’s five-pocket style is skinny through the hip and thigh, with a narrow leg opening. Also available in curvy.

**5169**
**Tidal Skinny**
SIZE: 0-16
COLOR: tidal
PRICE: USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84
INSEAM: 31”

**INVENTORY SIZE: 4**
CONTENT: 90% Cotton, 8% Elasterell-P, 2% Spandex
CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

As the colored jean of the season, this washed down aqua blue we’re calling “tidal” is so wearable. The bright color has a gray tint so it doesn’t overwhelm, and the color catches the blues running throughout the Collection, allowing for many coordinated ensembles. The same fit and fabrication of the Fall ’16 Lace Curvy Skinny, the curvy silhouette, featuring a slightly higher rise, nipped-in waist, and a little more room through the hip and thigh.

**5170**
**Tidal Curvy Skinny**
SIZE: 0-16
COLOR: tidal
PRICE: USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84
INSEAM: 31”

**INVENTORY SIZE: 8**
CONTENT: 90% Cotton, 8% Elasterell-P, 2% Spandex
CARE: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.
**Sleeveless Laidback Tee**

**5193**

- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** heather white
- **Price:** USA 76 | CAN 96 | UK 59

Being laidback has never looked (or felt) this good. Our ultra-soft Dream Fabric makes another appearance in this delicious cap sleeve tee with a V-neck placket and little side vents. You’ll wear this all season long. Also available in heather nantucket and heather tidal.

**Inventory Size:** S

- **Content:** 97% Rayon, 3% Spandex
- **Care:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

---

**Laidback Tee**

**5192**

- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** sea glass
- **Price:** USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

Being laidback has never looked (or felt) this good. Our ultra-soft Dream Fabric makes this gorgeous sea glass green tee even more luxurious. The delicious long-sleeve tee has a V-neck placket and little side vents. You’ll wear this all season long.

**Inventory Size:** L

- **Content:** 97% Rayon, 3% Spandex
- **Care:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.
This darling cropped three-quarter sleeve jacket is made of a new stretch woven fabric with white and gray dots, which create a shadow effect against the black base. Slim shoulder pads and gorgeous seaming allow a great shape that nips you in at your narrowest point. Strips of gathered black chiffon are woven around the edges of the jacket while hook-and-eye closures make for a clean line down the front. It’s a great topper with jeans or paired with the Dot Trouser for a charming suit.

A grayscale floral covers two layers of chiffon, creating the illusion of a shadow beneath the flowers. The flowers grow larger and darker toward the bottom of the body-skimming cami. Two short layers of chiffon ruffle at the shoulder blades and highlight the halter style, adding a little volume to this flirtatious piece.

From a motorcycle ride to brunch with the girls, this warm gray stretchy denim is super comfy and versatile. Slightly faded for a well-loved look, they can be cuffed and worn with sandals or tucked into boots for year-round wear. Flat zippers adorn the front slash pockets of our beloved skinny fit, which fits slim through the hip and thigh, with a narrow leg opening.

One of the most unique pieces in the Collection, we love this modern take on the classic black cardigan. The tight-knit ribbing on the front looks like a thermal, but the back of the sweater is sleek black and woven with a subtle sheen. The Windbreaker Cardigan is long enough to provide plenty of coverage and a small sporty toggle allows you to customize the fit. Front pockets and simple black buttons cap off this stylish topper.
Put on this little number for instant polish. Two layers of floaty white polyester create volume on top, while a band of ponte creates a sleek silhouette at the waistline. A hidden zipper up the back and a flirty slit between the shoulder blades keep the lines of this top clean and the vibe sassy. Wear untucked or tucked—it’s sophisticated either way.

These high-waisted trousers have an ultra-flattering slim fit in the same fabric of the Dot Jacket. A gorgeous stretch woven fabric with white and gray dots create a shadow effect against the black base. Complete with a wide flat waistband and side zip, the pocketless trousers have an uncomplicated silhouette that makes your legs look long and lean.

The same flowy A-line shape of Spring ’16’s Martini Top has been revamped in this ethereal button-down. The neutral floral print has an array of soft colors, which work beautifully on the dreamy sheer poly. Wear it over a cami for coverage.

This romantic button-down gives new definition to the term effortlessly chic. Sweet peach daisies stand out against the near-black base of the lightweight poly blouse. While three-quarter length ruffled bell sleeves add controlled volume, the moody floral provides playful contrast to the flowy feminine cut of the top. Slightly sheer, wear it over a cami for coverage.
## V-Neck Cami

**5067**  
**Size:** XS-XL  
**Color:** black  
**Price:** USA 36 | CAN 46 | UK 28

---

### Description
This V-neck version of our Simple Cami is a perfect simple layer underneath any top, especially those with a lower neckline. Buy it in either of our seasonal colors—blush and classic navy—or our tried and true neutrals—black, buff, and white. Pair with any number of items in the Collection.

---

### Inventory
**Size:** L  
**Content:** 94% Cotton, 6% Spandex  
**Care:** Machine wash separately, inside out, in cold water on the delicate cycle. Do not bleach. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

---

### Specifications
- **Style:** V-Neck Cami
- **Color:** black
- **Price:** USA 36 | CAN 46 | UK 28

## The Straight

**5166**  
**Size:** 0-16  
**Color:** austin wash  
**Price:** USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84  
**Inseam:** 31"  

### Description
The Straight is just as it sounds: a straight-to-the-point, straight leg jean. Crafted from the same denim of the Mojave Slim Boyfriend in a new dark wash, there is a touch of give, so these jeans stay snug yet will move with you from day to night. Customize the look and length of this spring staple by styling with a clean cuff.

### Inventory
**Size:** 10  
**Content:** 61% Cotton, 16% Modal, 12% Elastin-P, 11% Lyocell  
**Care:** Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

### Specifications
- **Style:** The Straight
- **Color:** austin wash
- **Price:** USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84

## Priority Top

**5228**  
**Size:** XS-XL  
**Color:** sketch print  
**Price:** USA 89 | CAN 109 | UK 69  
**Inseam:** 31"  

### Description
A captivating sketch print brings mod flair to this perfect-for-work sleeveless top. The body-skimming silhouette gathers at the waistline for fabulous camouflage. Charcoal buttons down the front add a little detail to the soft polyester top, complete with a side zip.

### Inventory
**Size:** M  
**Content:** 100% Polyester  
**Care:** Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

### Specifications
- **Style:** Priority Top
- **Color:** sketch print
- **Price:** USA 89 | CAN 109 | UK 69

## Pencil Trouser

**5174**  
**Size:** 0-16  
**Color:** black  
**Price:** USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84  
**Inseam:** 29"  

### Description
These sleek skinny trousers are a must-try-on. Crafted from an all-new stretch woven material, they hold you in and flatter your figure. Welt pockets at the back, a side zip, and a wide elastic panel at the waist maintain the streamlined silhouette that elongates your legs.

### Inventory
**Size:** 8  
**Content:** 95% Cotton, 5% Spandex  
**Care:** Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

### Specifications
- **Style:** Pencil Trouser
- **Color:** black
- **Price:** USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84

---

### Additional Information
- **Male:** 0-16  
- **Female:** XS-XL  
- **Color Options:** Black, Buff, White, Blush, Classic Navy  
- **Materials:** Polyester, Cotton, Modal, Elastin-P, Lyocell

---

### Care Instructions
- Machine wash separately, inside out, in cold water on the delicate cycle.  
- Only non-chlorine bleach if needed.  
- Tumble dry low, remove promptly.  
- Warm iron if needed.
Put on this little number for instant polish. Two layers of floaty black polyester create volume at the top, while a band of ponte creates a sleek silhouette at the waistline. Three-quarter sleeves, a hidden back zipper, and a flirty slit between the shoulder blades keep the lines of this top clean and the vibe sassy. Wear untucked or tucked—it’s sophisticated either way.
White field daisies cover the vibrant yellow base of this eye-catching statement jacket. The soft cotton spandex fabric lends a little stretch, while thin shoulder pads add a hint of structure. Cool metal buttons and flap pockets at the chest and hip provide visual contrast to the bright base of the jacket. A gusset on each sleeve lets you narrow the wrist or unbutton for easy cuffing. Princess seaming in back provides great shape and the vented flap in the center is a touch longer than the sides, which infuses a hint of fun into the back hemline.

The watercolor skin print of the Fierce Top evokes the feminine feel of floral, both delicate and alluring. Elastic at the neckline creates a darling ruffled collar and gentle gathers flow softly down the body of the silken poly piece. Navy, yellow, and cocoa brown play well with the multitude of gray shades. This spunky toss-it-on top pairs well with jeans and is easily dressed up for a day at the office.

The super popular Crop Top from Spring ’16 was reimagined for 2017. The French Terry fabrication is sturdy yet stretchy so you feel covered and oh-so-comfy. Simple white and navy stripes cover the top, but silver zippers at the shoulder add a pinch of pizazz to the simple silhouette.

Made of modal French Terry, this classic navy crop feels like butter. This wide leg crop has a slightly higher rise with a side zipper and stylish tie at the waist. Perfectly coordinated with the Easy Tank and Easy Topper, these trousers can be dressed up with heels or styled more casually with a simple tee and flats.
Light and luxurious rayon creates a delicate scarf to complement the Spring 2017 Collection. Strips of florals grounded in both black and white, as well as an abstract skin print, come together in this dimensional patchwork design. Trimmed in tiny black fringe tassels, this playful scarf is a great throw-on-and-go accessory for that extra outfit “umph.”

**5238**
**Patchwork Scarf**
**COLOR:** mixed print  
**PRICE:** USA 49 | CAN 59 | UK 38

**INVENTORY SIZE:** S
**CONTENT:** 100% Rayon
**CARE:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam press back to shape. Can be dry cleaned.

The classy navy modal French Terry makes this tank such a cute and comfy topper. The sleeveless silhouette has nice coverage and a higher hem in front than in back. This no-frills piece is great for layering and it’s an easy basic you’ll wear again and again.

**5200**
**Easy Tank**
**SIZE:** XS-XL  
**COLOR:** classic navy  
**PRICE:** USA 59 | CAN 74 | UK 46

**INVENTORY SIZE:** S
**CONTENT:** 65% Modal, 32% Cotton, 3% Spandex
**CARE:** Machine wash in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron only if needed.

Our beloved Lenzing fabric makes this stylish skirt oh-so-comfy. The wide waistband holds you in and has horizontal stripes that contrast with the bottom of the skirt. The asymmetrical hemline is longer at the sides than in the middle, giving flounce and volume to the silhouette. Feel free to twirl, because the built-in jersey knit skirt underneath ensures you’ll stay covered no matter what.

**5183**
**Twirl Skirt**
**SIZE:** XS-XL  
**COLOR:** navy stripe  
**PRICE:** USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84

**INVENTORY SIZE:** M
**CONTENT:** Self: 96% Rayon, 4% Spandex  
Lining: 96% Rayon, 4% Spandex  
**CARE:** Turn garment inside out and place in a mesh bag. Machine wash separately in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

The same modal French Terry of the Easy Crop and Easy Tank makes this piece extremely comfortable and effortless to wear. The classic navy topper features an open neckline that drapes gracefully into an asymmetrical hem. Princess seaming and the cropped back hemline draw focus to the narrowest part of you, while the close-to-the-body cut also works to flatter your figure. Full-length sleeves and inseam pockets make this a sleek go-to piece for spring.

**5153**
**Easy Topper**
**SIZE:** XS-XL  
**COLOR:** classic navy  
**PRICE:** USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84

**INVENTORY SIZE:** M
**CONTENT:** 65% Modal, 32% Cotton, 3% Spandex  
**CARE:** Machine wash in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron only if needed.
### Knot Cami
**5207**

- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** yellow stripe
- **Price:** USA 86 | CAN 106 | UK 68

**Description:**
In lemon yellow, this bright cami is the perfect piece for a backyard barbecue. In the same silhouette as the Flirt Cami, this top nips in under your bust and floats delicately over your hips. The layers of printed chiffon make it lightweight and dimensional, and the knot at the chest keeps it young and flirty.

**Care:**
Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

### Ultimate Tee
**5189**

- **Size:** XXS-XL
- **Color:** classic navy
- **Price:** USA 69 | CAN 89 | UK 54

**Description:**
Slouchy and slightly oversized, the Ultimate Tee is just that—the ultimate tee. The luxurious rayon fabric you know and love from the Fall ’16 Cute Tee makes this deep V-neck super dreamy in classic navy. Raglan sleeves provide great arm coverage while the longer length of the shirttail hem covers your backside.

**Care:**
Wash by hand separately with cold water. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam press back to shape. Can be dry cleaned.

### New Stevie Top
**5213**

- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** sunny day
- **Price:** USA 89 | CAN 109 | UK 69

**Description:**
With the same cut and fabrication of the Fall ’16 Stevie Top, the New Stevie Top is a vibrant sunshine yellow with a stunning floral print. We love this oh-so-wearable piece front tucked into boyfriend jeans for a flirty yet casual pairing. You’re bound to have a sunny day in this happy top.

**Care:**
Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.
### All Aboard

#### 5162 Portrait Jacket
**Size:** XS-XL  
**Color:** gardenia  
**Price:** USA $129 | CAN $159 | UK £99

Gorgeous embroidery has been cut away to mimic lace in this sweet slightly-cropped jacket. The three-quarter sleeve has a cute notch and can be cuffed up for a more playful twist, while the addition of a drawstring gives an unexpected and sporty detail. Fasten the pearly buttons all the way up to wear this charming jacket as a blouse.

**Inventory Size:** M  
**Content:** 84% Cotton, 16% Nylon, exclusive of decoration  
**Care:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

---

#### 5230 Tassel Tank
**Size:** XS-XL  
**Color:** inline print  
**Price:** USA $76 | CAN $96 | UK £59

Tassel lovers, rejoice! Lines of red, blue, purple, and more dance across this whimsical piece in a vertical patchwork of contrasting stripes. The lightweight rayon challis makes this a good choice in the summer heat, and a wider strap means it’s bra-friendly. Elastic at the back and a drawstring front (complete with deep red tassels we adore) create small gathers and a flirty floaty silhouette.

**Inventory Size:** S  
**Content:** 100% Rayon, exclusive of decoration  
**Care:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam press back to shape. Can be dry cleaned.

---

#### 5137 Beachcomber Hoodie
**Size:** XXS-XL  
**Color:** heather rose  
**Price:** USA $99 | CAN $119 | UK £78

You’re going to live in this cozy hoodie. The soft heather rose yarn is both comfy and gorgeous, and while the cut of the hoodie is a bit oversized, the skinnier sleeve anchors the boxy silhouette so it won’t overwhelm your frame. Vented sides, a double release zipper, and split kangaroo pockets give this hoodie a sporty vibe.

**Inventory Size:** S  
**Content:** 57% Cotton, 42% Acrylic, 1% other fibers  
**Care:** Turn garment inside out and place in a mesh bag. Machine wash separately in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

---

#### 5210 New Plaza Top
**Size:** XS-XL  
**Color:** fiesta floral  
**Price:** USA $86 | CAN $106 | UK £68

In the same cut of Spring ’16’s Plaza Top, the New Plaza Top is fittingly crafted in our new favorite polyester fabric—so soft and delicate. The warm off-black ground of the sweet floral has dashes of pink here, red and aqua there, and dots of white all over.

**Inventory Size:** S  
**Content:** 100% Polyester  
**Care:** Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.
An updated take on the denim jacket, the soft and stretchy fabric is a perfect lightweight layer. The super thin stripe gives a subtle nod to the classic conductor’s getup that inspired the topper, while still maintaining a modern fashionable feel. Topstitching and seaming contour the slightly boxy cut so it flatters. Patch pockets on the chest and flat pockets at the hip make this piece as practical as it is stylish.

Supremely feminine, this season’s Heart of cabi top features a vibrant red ground floral. Pops of yellow, periwinkle, and pink make for bright bouquets and easy pairing. A ruffle floats gently from the open collar neckline to the center of the sheer chiffon blouse. Wear over a cami for coverage.

The crew neck and contrasting knit patterns on the sleeve and body put a sweatshirt spin on this silky soft sweater. The flattering swing shape hugs you up top and gently flares away from the body. The gorgeous pale blue works well over a number of toppers—try it over the Confetti Cami to pop the aqua dots or the Iris Tank for a color-coordinated outfit.

In the same cut as the Flirt Cami, this lightweight Confetti Cami is a breath of fresh air this spring. A tinge of aqua provides a subtle splash of color to the base, while colorful polka dots dance across two layers of printed chiffon. The dotted layers create dimensional shadows, while the cute notched cutout at the front infuses even more fun into this darling cami.
In the same silhouette and soft sateen of The Scout from Fall '16, The Hutton is updated for spring. Flat pockets in back give it a more streamlined look, and the new leg opening, which has a flat front and an elastic back, makes for easy cuffing and a cleaner line when left long. The washed-down red is nearly neutral, so don’t be afraid to pair it with other colors. Also available in sand dune.

In inventory size: 8
Content: 98% Cotton, 2% Spandex
Care: Machine wash with like colors in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

Carousel Tank
Size: XS-XL
Color: Carnival stripe
Price: USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

In inventory size: M
Content: 100% Rayon
Care: Wash by hand separately with cold water. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam press back to shape. Can be dry cleaned.

Iris Tank
Size: XS-XL
Color: Blue sky
Price: USA 56 | CAN 69 | UK 43

In inventory size: S
Content: Self: 98% Rayon, 2% Spandex
Trim: 100% Polyester
Care: Wash by hand separately with cold water. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed.

Fencing Cardigan
Size: XS-XL
Color: White
Price: USA 109 | CAN 139 | UK 84

In inventory size: L
Content: 77% Cotton, 23% Nylon
Care: Wash by hand separately with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

An update to Spring '16's Asymmetrical Tank, we've shortened this tee and added a pop of color. The playful tee's contrasting red stripes on top and bottom are edged with smaller stripes at the armholes and neckline. Pair with The Hutton in nantucket red or with the Beachcomber Hoodie for a coordinated look.

A buttery rib knit boasts a simple A-line silhouette, similar to Spring '16's U-Neck Tee. The gentle racerback and scoop neckline are complemented by a raw edge of chiffon running along the neckline and armholes. This subtle addition infuses some visual interest into the streamlined piece. Also available in black.

En garde! Though we don't doubt this sweater looks great over your fencing uniform, this crisp white cardigan is also the perfect topper for nearly everything in your closet. The ribbed panel at the front ends just before the side seam, evoking a feeling of armor as it wards off the evening chill of early spring. Along with the flap pockets at the chest, the back and sleeves of the sweater are crafted from an opaque flat jersey knit, so there's no need to layer over a cami if you want to wear this as a top.
You’ll be pretty in pink in this feminine scoop neck sweater with a slightly boxy cut. The sheer pullover drapes effortlessly, collapsing into your frame and flattering your shape. Wear it over the Tie-Back Halter and let the print peek through, or over the blush V-Neck Cami for a simple ensemble.

This true tie-back halter is cut into an A-line shape that falls gracefully away from the body. Abstract poppies grow larger as they fall from top to bottom of this warm pink poly blouse. The seam binding down the back and sides feature fragments of tiny poppies for an unexpected finishing detail.

The asymmetrical seaming at the chest of the Bistro Tee is a new take on the classic striped tee. Three-quarter sleeves and a slight scoop neck make this black and white beauty ultra-wearable, and made in the same fabric of our U-Neck Tee, it has a subtle rib that is so soft and comfy, you’ll never want to take it off.

A darling addition to your spring wardrobe, the Court Skort is a sweet skirt-and-short combo with a paper bag-inspired waistline. A front bow tie and pockets add a touch of volume, while the buttons and elastic make for easy entry and added comfort. The soft cotton of the pale blue oxford cloth makes this lightweight piece a great option for a warm summer day.
Sleek white ponte drapes dreamily in this sporty hoodie. We can’t get enough of this clean-cut topper, complete with elastic at the waist, hidden snap closures, and slash pockets at the hip. Perfect over everything from skinny jeans to M’Leggings, we know you’ll put this hoodie to work this season.

### Soho Hoodie
- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** White
- **Price:** USA 149 | CAN 189 | UK 119

An eye-catching floral piece, this slightly cropped top has two layers of drapey polyester that are already wrapped for you. Two rose gold snaps flank a triangle cutout at the small of your back for an additional flirty element on this feminine cap sleeve top.

### Eden Top
- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** Flower Pop
- **Price:** USA 99 | CAN 119 | UK 78

An update to a simple white tank, the body of the Topspin Tee is the same comfy cotton span of our V-Neck Camis, but the rib knit sweater ruffle at the armholes and neckline is what makes this piece so sporty and fun. This preppy piece is a perfect topper for your Grandstand Skirt.

### Topspin Tee
- **Size:** XS-XL
- **Color:** White
- **Price:** USA 86 | CAN 106 | UK 68

The Grandstand Skirt is crafted from yarn-dyed ponte, which gives it structure and stretch. Vertical stripes around the waistband provide great camouflage, and when they meet the horizontal stripes of the skirt, which flare away from your hips, there is an illusion of an hourglass silhouette. The skirt’s shorter central layer is flanked by two side panels which tie together in front. Complete with pockets, the mismatched stripes of black, white, and gray make this sophisticated A-line skirt youthful and refreshing.
5190
Tempt Tee
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: black
PRICE: USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

This V-neck version of our Simple Cami is a perfect simple layer underneath any top, especially those with a lower neckline. Buy it in either of our seasonal colors—blush and classic navy—or our tried and true neutrals—black, buff, and white. Pair with any number of items in the Collection.

5067
V-Neck Cami
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: blush
PRICE: USA 36 | CAN 46 | UK 28

INVENTORY SIZE: S
CONTENT: 94% Cotton, 6% Spandex
CARE: Machine wash separately, inside out, in cold water on the delicate cycle. Do not bleach. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Warm iron if needed.

5232
Playsuit
SIZE: XS-XL
COLOR: black
PRICE: USA 129 | CAN 159 | UK 99

INVENTORY SIZE: M
CONTENT: 96% Rayon, 4% Spandex
CARE: Turn garment inside out and place in a mesh bag. Machine wash separately in cold water on the delicate cycle. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

We upped the ante on your favorite black tee. This solid ribbed knit is a perfect piece to throw on and go, dressed up or down in a pinch. The flattering deep-V is slightly boxy up top and wedged at the bottom. A hint longer in back than in front, this tee is great over the top of your favorite skinny jeans.

Rock star chic meets the comfort of pajamas in our most inventive piece this spring. Step into the bottom half of this pleated pull-on jumpsuit and then pull the connected cap sleeve top up and over your head. The buttery French Terry is gutsy and drapes beautifully for the perfect combination of volume and swing, while maintaining a streamlined silhouette complete with inseam pockets and a narrow leg opening.
A buttery rib knit boasts a simple A-line silhouette, similar to Spring '16’s U-Neck Tee. The gentle racerback and scoop neckline are complemented by a raw edge of chiffon running along the neckline and armholes. This subtle addition infuses some visual interest into the streamlined piece. Also available in blue sky.

INVENTORY SIZE: L
CONTENT: Self: 98% Rayon, 2% Spandex
Trim: 100% Polyester
CARE: Wash by hand separately with cold water. Only non-chlorine bleach if needed. Lay flat to dry. Warm iron if needed.
Being laidback has never looked (or felt) this good. Our ultra-soft Dream Fabric makes another appearance in this delicious cap sleeve tee with a V-neck placket and little side vents. You’ll wear this all season long. Also available in heather tidal and heather white.

NOT SAMPLED

**CONTENT:** 97% Rayon, 3% Spandex
**CARE:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

Your 2016 favorite is back this season in two neutral colors—light heather gray and heather black. The beloved Dream Fabric is oh-so-comfy and the flowy silhouette tapers in at the bottom, making it a great piece to throw on with destructed jeans and cute sneakers.

NOT SAMPLED

**CONTENT:** 97% Rayon, 3% Spandex
**CARE:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.
One of our best-selling tees, this piece feels so much like pure cashmere, you’ll find it hard to believe it’s a T-shirt! Made from the same delicious Dream Fabric of our Fall ‘15 Serenity Tee you know and love, it’s easily one of the coziest concoctions we’ve ever crafted. The soft fabric tapers in and has a classic V-neck. You will be buying this in all four colors—we’re sure of it! Also available in heather black, heather white, and light heather gray.

**3052 Serenity Tee**

- **SIZE:** XXS-XL
- **COLOR:** heather black
- **PRICE:** USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

**3052 Serenity Tee**

- **SIZE:** XXS-XL
- **COLOR:** heather taupe
- **PRICE:** USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

**3052 Serenity Tee**

- **SIZE:** XXS-XL
- **COLOR:** heather white
- **PRICE:** USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

**3052 Serenity Tee**

- **SIZE:** XXS-XL
- **COLOR:** light heather gray
- **PRICE:** USA 79 | CAN 99 | UK 62

**INVENTORY SIZE:** S

**CONTENT:** 97% Rayon, 3% Spandex

**CARE:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

**NOT SAMPLED**

**CONTENT:** 97% Rayon, 3% Spandex

**CARE:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

**NOT SAMPLED**

**CONTENT:** 97% Rayon, 3% Spandex

**CARE:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.

**NOT SAMPLED**

**CONTENT:** 97% Rayon, 3% Spandex

**CARE:** Wash by hand separately with cold water. Do not bleach. Do not twist or wring. Lay flat to dry. Steam iron only if needed. Can be dry cleaned.
### 6001 Isla Wedge

**Full Size: 5-11**  
**Half Size: 6-10**  
**Color: Classic Navy**  
**Price:** USA $139 | CAN $179 | UK £108  

**Inventory Size:** 6 & 8  
**Content:** 100% Suede Upper, Balance Man Made Materials  

This 3.5-inch wedge is on-trend this spring. Easy to dress up or down, the navy suede is an obvious partner to all the navy in the Collection, but the hints of white and orange in the heel embroidery and the natural straw hue of the raffia trim make it easy to pair with so much more. A wraparound ankle strap is finished with tassels for a flirty touch.

### 6002 Athena Sandal

**Full Size: 5-11**  
**Half Size: 6-10**  
**Color: Python**  
**Price:** USA $108 | CAN $136 | UK £82  

**Inventory Size:** 7 & 9  
**Content:** 100% Leather Upper, Balance Man Made Materials  

Leather straps are printed with a black and white faux snakeskin, making these sandals a noteworthy neutral. Super strappy, these flats have an ankle wrap closure and a single toe loop. The floral print of the New Plaza Top runs on the outer edge of the sandal and beneath the ankle wrap for a fun subtle detail.
The natural stone pieces of these ornate earrings are one-of-a-kind. Etched with the silhouette of an anchor and set into gold-finished frames, these dangling earrings are a charming way to infuse nautical flair into any springtime ensemble.

**2104 Anchor Earrings**
COLOR: antique gold/brandy
PRICE: USA 49 | CAN 59 | UK 38

A working lock and key make this gold-finished necklace truly special. It’s a great statement accessory to add some vintage flare and a bit of bling to your look.

**2108 Lock & Key Necklace**
COLOR: antique gold
PRICE: USA 89 | CAN 109 | UK 69

The simple gold-finished chain and charm of this nautical-inspired piece make for a unique addition to complete your outfit. A working lock and key make this understated accessory one you’ll treasure.

**2114 Lock & Key Bracelet**
COLOR: antique gold
PRICE: USA 69 | CAN 89 | UK 54

Sea-inspired and quite captivating, each of these natural stone pieces are one-of-a-kind. Etched with the silhouette of an anchor and set into a gold-finished frame, this nautical statement necklace harkens back to a more elegant ornate era of fashion.
Dramatic statement earrings are everywhere this season. The vintage-inspired design meets dazzling semi-precious stones to strike the perfect balance of retro and modern. Pair them with the St. Tropez Necklace for a perfect set.

St. Tropez Earrings
COLOR: gunmetal/sea glass
PRICE: USA 69 | CAN 89 | UK 54

NOT SAMPLED

This convertible necklace has layered ropes of black and gold which meld beautifully over a number of outfits. The simple design complements without competing; this sophisticated necklace is an on-trend addition to your spring wardrobe.

Rope Duo Necklace
COLOR: black/antique gold
PRICE: USA 98 | CAN 118 | UK 76

NOT SAMPLED

Worn layered or long, this nautical necklace is a versatile piece you’ll come back to time and time again. The delicate strands and their antique finish are the perfect minimalist decoration to elevate any ensemble.

Sea Knot Necklace
COLOR: antique gold/antique silver
PRICE: USA 59 | CAN 74 | UK 46

NOT SAMPLED

Vintage charm and modern edge come together with semi-precious stones and a dramatic neckline for a statement design that will bring any outfit together. Pair it with the St. Tropez Earrings for a perfect set.

St. Tropez Necklace
COLOR: gunmetal/sea glass
PRICE: USA 118 | CAN 149 | UK 92

SAMPLED
This versatile piece will become the workhorse of your jewelry drawer. Inspired by a vintage item our Design Team fell in love with, this stunning dull gold-finished piece comes in the form of a long necklace, but with a few quick clicks, it can be separated into a variety of accessories.

**2110 Riviera Necklace**
- **COLOR:** gold
- **PRICE:** USA 138 | CAN 176 | UK 106

This vintage and nautical-inspired cuff adds elegance to any look. Tiny seahorses stand out against the imitation bone on the outside of this gold-finished bracelet. A clasp at the back makes it easy to put on and take off.

**2101 Seahorse Cuff**
- **COLOR:** antique gold/bone
- **PRICE:** USA 69 | CAN 89 | UK 54
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